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Introduction
Mali and Senegal are two West African rice producing countries. For both countries rice
is considered a strategic food stuff. The extent to which each depends on imported rice,
however, is fundamentally different. While Senegal imports a large proportion of its consumption, despite a political agenda designed to achieve very fast (2017) self-sufficiency, on average, Mali covers over 90% of its needs. Given these different contexts, does
imported rice affect the local context in the same way? And do the measures that are
required to promote local production differ?

Trade in rice is The world rice market
highly regulated, Notable aspects of the world rice market include:
on the whole, due || The small volume of rice traded annually - between 5% and 7% of global production.
high concentration of supply: the four main exporting countries (Thailand, Vietnam,
to its importance || AIndia
and the United States) account for over 70% of the total volume of 35.3 million
for food security tonnes for 2010-2012.
of demand, with the top 10 importing countries accounting for only
and political || Fragmentation
40% of total purchases. Demand is mainly from Asian (48%) and African (33%) countries.
stability || World trade is largely (75%) in high quality rice (less than 20% is in broken rice), though
there is growth in the lower quality rice market, especially with strong demand from
African countries.
Trade in rice is highly regulated, on the whole, due to its importance for food security and
political stability. In some countries (for example, Japan and Korea), domestic production
is protected. In other countries, a significant proportion of exports and imports of rice
takes place through state trading enterprises. Restriction measures or export/import
bans are not uncommon. Measures in recent memory include those taken by Vietnam
and India in 2007, which contributed to the price rises seen at the time.
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And most producer countries aim primarily at achieving internal self-sufficiency and
stockpiling to cope with shocks such as floods or droughts. Thus the rice market is a socalled residual market.
International rice prices increased dramatically in 2008, following the food crisis. Since
then, prices have fallen but are still above 2007 levels, as shown in the figures below (OSIRIZ Price Index)
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Source: P. Mendez del Villar; Monthly report of the world rice market; OSIRIZ; No 23-129; January 2006 - November 2014.

Out of a total requirement estimated at 7 million tonnes, West Africa needs to import 3
million tonnes or roughly 40% of its total demand (FAO, 2011).

Senegal
Senegalese farmers produce far less rice than the nation requires. In recent years, the
average coverage rate has indeed stabilized at around 29%, which is nevertheless a significant improvement compared to the situation before the 2007-2008 food crisis, when the
coverage rate was less than 20%.
Currently, production seems to have stabilized in the range of 400,000 to 500,000 tonnes
of paddy rice per year, whereas before 2007 there was around 200,000 tonnes per year.
However, the deficit, when compared with consumption needs, is still very large: about
300,000 tonnes of white rice products compared to estimated demand of 1 million tonnes.
As a result, imported rice volumes are very high, totalling 191 billion CFA francs
(€291,177,623), in 2013. Rice imports account for nearly 16% of Senegal’s overall trade balance deficit.
The paradox of Senegal’s dependence on rice imports is that it has significant potential
for irrigation. Developed areas unfortunately represent less than 2.5% of potential irrigable land. Senegal also has suitable vegetation and substantial human and institutional
resources for rice production. Reducing, or even eliminating dependence on rice imports
is necessary. Consequently, boosting local rice production is an important economic and
social issue. This is why Senegal intends to ensure self-sufficiency in rice by 2017, through
an ambitious plan costed at 424.7 billion CFA francs (€648 million).
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As part of this plan, by 2017, Senegalese rice production will largely come from the irrigated areas of the Senegal River Valley (57%), the Anambé (3%) and upland rice produced
mostly in Casamance (40%).
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Significant progress has been made in prevailing production techniques, but also in white
rice processing, although there is further room for improvement in consistency of quality, especially in rural markets.
In principle, the pricing structure is attractive to producers, as shown in the table below,
which takes the situation in the Senegal River Valley as its basis.
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The producer’s margin in fact amounted to 68 CFA francs (€0.1) per kilo of white rice, nearly 25% of the retail price in Dakar. This margin is very dependent on the price charged. If
the price deviates from the official price (125 CFA francs per kilo of paddy rice), the producer’s profitability is highly impacted, especially as the vast majority of producers supply relatively low volumes.
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On the other hand, margins of other value chain participants are low, which probably
explains the strong pressure the players in the downstream industry apply to producers
to reduce official paddy prices. However, only productivity gains (higher yields and lower
production costs) could reasonably lead producers to accept lower prices.

Price structure of local rice in Senegal in CFA francs
Other costs

Margin

Producer
Producer costs

68

121

Transformer
Cost of paddy

189

43

13

Wholesaler
Cost of white rice

245

8 5

Retailer
Cost of white rice

258

5 10
273
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Rice imports in Senegal

Over the last 10 years, Senegalese rice imports have averaged 834,484 tonnes, at an average value of 165 billion CFA francs (€251,540,878).Therefore, the impact on the trade balance is significant: it accounts for 7% of total imports and 33% of imported foodstuffs
(ANSD, NACE, 2006-2013).
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The graph below shows rice imports over the period, by volume and value.
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Rice importation over the last 10 years, by volume and value
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Source: Agence nationale de la statistique et de la démographie ; note d’analyse du commerce extérieur (NACE)/2006-2013.

Rice accounts
for 7% of all
Senegal’s
imports and has
a significant
impact on the
trade balance

These imports are mainly from Thailand, Vietnam, India, and more recently, two countries
in South America, Brazil and Argentina. 95% of Senegal’s imported rice is of the broken
type and since the 2008 crisis, it is imports of the lower quality unscented broken rice
which has increased (81%), because of its lower price.
The chart shows imports by category.
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Source : Douanes, Manutentionnaires, Consignataires, Direction de la Protection des Végétaux, Agence Nationale des Statistiques et de la Démographie.

The Senegalese consume more 100% broken rice than other West Africans1: 90% of the
total amount of rice they consume, while in Mali, it accounts for only 20%.
1

This type of rice is used for the preparation of the national dish, rice with fish.
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The price structure of imported rice
83% of costs accrue before the rice arrives in Senegal, which leaves a relatively small margin of manoeuvre domestically. In general, importers’ margins are low (2,000 CFA francs,
i.e. less than 1%) and retailers work with very broad ranges from 1000 to 53,000 CFA francs
per tonne (i.e. €1.52 - €80.80). Retail, broken rice sells at around 260-275 CFA francs per kilo
(€0.40 - €0.42) with the price generally aligning with that of the most expensive imported
broken rice, from South American.
Over the last 10 years, rice has been the subject of several interventions by the Senegalese state: pricing by decree, price freezing for staples, price management. Driving these
interventions, there has always been the same desire to protect consumers.
Rice is lightly taxed through the ECOWAS-CET framework2, falling as it does in the 12.7%
tariff band. Imported rice does not therefore face high tariff barriers at the sub-regional
level. This is a response to the concern of some importing countries, including Senegal,
that price levels remain accessible and favourable to consumers.

Trade policy
prioritises
protecting
consumer
purchasing power

The effects of imports on the marketing of local rice in Senegal
In order to understand this question, it is important to understand to what extent international price fluctuations affect local markets. Studies conducted after the price spike in
2007/2008 showed that this impact differs depending on the context. In countries where
rice is the staple food and supply is local, price fluctuations do not impact the price of
locally produced rice so keenly. By contrast, in countries such as Senegal, where rice is
a staple food but imports account for the greater share of consumption, international
prices fluctuations are quickly felt.
The retail price of imported rice is highly dependent on external factors, such as the FOB
price3 and fluctuations in the dollar and oil prices. The FOB price of rice from Asian countries is particularly affected by climatic (monsoon floods, climate change) and political
factors (internal measures such as support for producers in the form of premium pricing
and restrictions on import).
Domestic regulation reflects trade policy guidelines that prioritise protecting consumers’ purchasing power, therefore encouraging cheap imports (keeping CET to a low 12.7%
and VAT exemption on imported rice). Here there is a glaring contradiction with the stated agricultural policy aim of achieving self-sufficiency in rice, by 2017. Indeed, the feasibility of this policy depends on establishing attractive prices for key sector stakeholders,
i.e. producers and processors.
In recent years, the state has set a ceiling price for imported ordinary broken rice. This
2

Economic Community of West African States - Common External Tariff.

3

FOB stands for “Free on Board”: this is the cost of goods without freight, taxes and insurance.
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ceiling price is 240,000 CFA francs per tonne (€363.88), which is higher than the current
price, of between 223,000 and 228,000 CFA francs per tonne (€339.96 and €347.58). The price
ceiling therefore makes no impact on imported rice, while discouraging local rice production as the latter typically costs more than the ceiling price (265,000 CFA francs per tonne).
In addition, the development of the ordinary broken rice market has been a tremendous
draw for new players, often Indian: the plethora of importers in this market segment
causes excessive rice supply with a downward impact on prices.
These massive imports of broken rice also affect margins for processors and traders of
local rice, even threatening their sustainability. To mitigate the problem, the interprofessional committee that sets the official paddy price has asked producers to “make an
effort” by reducing the official price paid to local producers by 5 CFA francs per kilo (120
instead of 125 CFA francs, or, €0.18 instead of €0.19).This step could impact farmers’ willingness to increase their acreage under cultivation, which is required for the country to
achieve self-sufficiency.

In Mali, rice is Mali
considered the The situation in Mali differs in many ways. Rice is also considered a strategic product in
and is therefore the subject of special attention in terms of public policy and pomain commodity Mali
litical issues. It is considered the main commodity with which to achieve food security,
with which to improve the income of local producers and meet growing urban demand at reasonable
prices. In recent years, food price crises have revived Mali’s ambition to become a country
achieve food that is not only sustainably self-sufficient in rice, but furthermore an exporter of rice, at
security least to other West African countries.
How rice production has developed

As of 2008-2009, the year in which the rice initiative was launched in response to the food
crisis, the rice sector has evolved quite dramatically. Rice is grown in almost every region
of Mali, using different production systems: fully-controlled irrigation, with and without
pumping; controlled flooding; managed and unmanaged wetlands, and free flooding systems. The developed area in the Office du Niger, however, is the main source of rice production in the country: it supplies, on average, 50% of national demand.
Indeed, over the last 7 years, the annual growth rate of cultivated areas has averaged
11.3%. Production, meanwhile, has grown 14.4% and yields 6%. Falls in 2011-2012 and 20122013 were the result of unfavourable rainfall conditions. And the upward trend is clearly
linked to a number of incentives put in place by the government: subsidising inputs (fertilisers, seeds), strengthening of advisory support systems for producers, improving the
stock of post-harvest equipment.
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Increase in cultivated land
and rice production in Mali
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Coverage of national demand.
Over the past 7 years, on average, national production (978,300 tonnes of white rice at a
65% conversion rate) covered 93%, of national food needs, with one year in which this
rose to more than 120% and another in which it sank to below 67%.
National production is highly variable, both because of the weather, but also due to other factors such as whether inputs were used or whether the crop calendar was properly
adhered to.

The shortfall
between local
production and
consumption
needs is covered
by commercial
imports or
food aid

The shortfall between local production and consumption needs is covered by commercial imports or food aid.
The Malian rice market is largely supplied with the local Gambiaca variety, which accounts for 80%-85% of sales. Its price varies between 375 and 400 CFA francs per kg (€0.57
to €0.61); Malian rice costs nearly 50% more than Senegalese rice. However, it is also of
higher quality, with fewer broken grains.
Rice, like other cereal products, undergoes seasonal changes in price and volume available in the markets. The year can be roughly divided into three periods:
|| The harvest season which runs from late October to February: supply is most abundant and prices are generally low
|| The intermediate period from March to June: supply begins to decline and prices increase, especially as of early April.
|| The lean period from July to early October. During this period, prices rise for two main
reasons that relate to domestic production: (i) producers’ stocks are at their lowest
level and producers are very careful about how much they sell; (ii) during this period
commercial stocks are marketed, which were built up by individual producers or organizations to benefit from seasonal price trends.
To illustrate these seasonal variations, the chart below shows the change in the average
monthly consumer price of local rice between 2008 and 2014.
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Average monthly retail price of local rice
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The dynamics of local and imported rice trading.
Imported rice in Mali plays a stabilizing role in terms of supply to the market and prices.
It smooths out local price fluctuations during the lean period, when its effect is combined
with that of the de-stocking of strategic reserves, including the National Security Stock
and State Intervention Stock.
The price of domestic rice then trends downwards, which is detrimental to producers.
In general, as in Senegal, the competitiveness of local rice depends both on external (international rice prices, the dollar, the cost of land and sea freight, implementation of
ECOWAS’s common external tariff, etc.) and internal (control of production cuts, respect
of cultural techniques, etc.) factors.

Imported rice
in Mali plays a
stabilizing role in
terms of supply
to the market and
prices

But the competitiveness of Malian rice also requires consideration of non-price competitiveness factors. Gambiaca rice has been readily adopted by consumers since its introduction which suggests positive marketing prospects. In some markets, it has maintained
its market share in spite of being some 20-25 CFA francs more expensive per kilo (€0.03 to
€0.04) than other varieties.
The largest share of imported rice in Mali comes from Asian countries (78%). From 2006 to
2012, the country imported an average of 184,371 tonnes per year, which accounted for
about 25 billion CFA francs (€38 million) per year. The value of rice imports remains high
(0.65% of GDP), despite the subsidies granted through the rice initiative (35 billion CFA
francs in 2013-2014, i.e. €53 million) that were specifically designed to reduce rice imports.
Imports are concentrated in the hands of a few private operators, i.e. an oligopoly exists,
which results in consumers paying more than they might otherwise.
According to official national statistics, Mali exported small quantities of local rice to
neighbouring countries: 0.14% of its production.

The issue of food aid
In Mali, there are two types of rice food assistance: food which is distributed free and
food which is sold. It is this type of assistance that competes with local rice.
From 2008 to 2013, the amounts given averaged 3,584.59 tonnes per year, for an average
value of 532,933,965 CFA francs. (€812,453). The two largest donor countries are the United
States and Japan (72%). Note that these donations are very small compared to consumption needs, accounting for less than 0.4%. In addition, food aid is generally directed at the
most disadvantaged areas of northern and western Mali.
It is worth remembering that the food security system (DSA) developed by Mali is referenced across the sub-region. However, there should be greater involvement of profes-
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sional producer organizations in order to better identify areas where the need is greatest, in order to limit the risk of distortion to the market.

Very different situations
The situation in the two countries is very different as shown in the summary table below.

The difference between Senegal and Mali

Food aid in the
form of rice
accounts for
less than 0.4%
of consumption
needs

Senegal

Mali

Coverage

29%

93%

Production (tonnes of white rice)

300 000

978 300

Volume of imports (tonnes)

834 000

184 000

Value of imports (€)

251 540 878

38 112 254

Importers market

Plethora of actors

3 large players - oligopoly

Producer prices (CFA francs)

189

251-290

Retail price range (CFA francs)

260-350

302-341

Contrasting public policy responses?
In Senegal, over the past two decades, the state has intervened, on the one hand by taking
fiscal measures to stabilize prices, and on the other, by launching initiatives to develop
local production, in order to reduce food dependence. These measures have unfortunately focused on the upstream end of the sector, focusing on providing inputs. The downstream end was neglected and as a result the value chain as a whole was not developed
sufficiently.
If the current target of achieving self-sufficiency in 2017 by replacing imported with local
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rice, is right in principle, there are weaknesses in the strategy adopted to that end. Notably, continuing to focus on production-related issues, while paying little attention to the
marketing, processing or development of partnerships among the various parts of the
value chain.
Finally, the range of options for protecting locally produced rice is limited and requires
real political courage to get through an intermediate phase during which imported rice
would be more expensive for consumers.

The desire to
protect the
purchasing power
of consumers,
especially urban
ones, clashes
with the interests
of producers

In Mali, the state is also heavily involved, especially since the food crisis of 2007-2008, in
strengthening local production through the rice initiative. Results have been excellent
in terms of acreage, yields and production indicators. But the goal of reducing prices at
the consumer level has not been achieved, partly as a result of better organized producer
associations.
In 2014, the latter managed to launch an operation of institutional purchases from local
producers, with the assistance of the Islamic Development Bank. The aim was to supply
the national intervention and national security stocks. This initiative had quite an impact. 16 organizations participated in the operation for a total volume of 4,853 tonnes at
a cost of 1,458,123,500 CFA francs (€2,222,895). The initiative strengthened the legitimacy
of the Malian national platform of rice producers and also had a positive impact on prices
producers were able to demand (+13% compared to the previous year).   
And, finally, different tax exemptions put in place have made little difference as these
margins are not generally passed on to consumers.

Conclusion
Studies conducted in the two countries show that it is difficult to develop a policy of
national incentives in a global (world rice market) and regional (different stances on the
common external tariff) context. The desire to protect the purchasing power of consumers, especially urban ones, clashes with the interests of producers. And the budgetary
choices faced are not easy, as a balance must be achieved between incentives for local
production and spending which threatens the trade balance.
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This issue of Farming Dynamics was written by Marc Mees, head of knowledge management at SOS Faim.
The documentary basis for this issue were two studies commissioned as part of a programme funded by the European Commission: “Organisations Paysannes (OP) comme
acteurs clefs dans une bonne gouvernance des filières rizicoles au niveau national et
régional en Afrique de l’Ouest”
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This programme involves various organizations in a number of countries: Vredeseilanden asbl West Africa (Veco West Africa); Plateforme Nationale des Producteurs du Riz
du Mali (PNPR-M) ; Association Malienne pour la Sécurité et la Souveraineté Alimentaires (AMASSA – Afrique verte Mali) ; Syndicat des exploitants agricoles de la zone
Office du Niger (Sexagon) ; Coordination Nationale des Organisations Paysannes Mali
(CNOP-Mali) ; Fédération des Producteurs du Bassin de l’Anambé (Feproba); Union des
Jeunes agriculteurs de Koyli Wirnde (Ujak); Comité Interprofessionnel du Riz du Burkina (CIR-B) ; Union Nationale des Producteurs du Riz du Burkina (UNPR-B); Conseil de
Concertation des Riziculteurs du Bénin (CCR-B) ; Fédération des Unions de Coopératives de Producteurs de Riz du Niger (Fucopri) ; Cadre Régional de Concertation des
Organisations de Producteurs de Riz [Roppa](CRCOPR) ; SOS Faim Belgique ; Prague
Global Policy Institute (Glopolis).
|| État des lieux des impacts des importations de riz sur la commercialisation du riz
local au Sénégal ; Dr Ibrahima HATHIE et Mr. Oumar Samba NDIAYE ; Initiative Prospective Agricole et Rurale (IPAR) ; janvier 2015.
|| Étude de l’impact des importations, leur saisonnalité, les dons et aides alimentaires sur la commercialisation du riz local au Mali ; Dr Lamissa DIAKITE et Mr. Amadou BAGAYOKO ; septembre 2014.
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